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A B S T R A C T   

Monitoring complex catalytic pathways under industrially-relevant conditions is one of the key challenges in 
catalysis chemistry and technology. Herewith we describe a direct technique called ‘fast scanning-pulse analysis’ 
(FASPA) that allows the direct characterization and detailed kinetic analysis of intimately interweaved catalytic 
pathways. The power and potential of the FASPA approach are demonstrated with an industrially relevant 
methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) process over H-ZSM-5 zeolite. This reaction proceeds via a hydrocarbon pool 
(HCP) mechanism producing olefins and aromatics. The HCP is built-up upon exposure to methanol during the 
induction period, followed by a transition regime to a quasi steady-state MTH operation. This FASPA technique 
allows (sub-)second resolution of the full temporal products response upon a methanol pulse providing direct and 
quantitative insights into the MTH reactions. Globally, two consecutive pathways can be discerned: a very fast 
primary product formation in the presence of methanol in a narrow active MTH reaction zone, followed by a 
slower formation of light aromatics, which is closely related to the decomposition and release of HCP species and 
secondary reactions in absence of methanol in the downstream part of the catalyst bed. The time delay between 
the appearance of inert tracer and primary products represents the time needed to build-up the HCP in the in-
duction period, where methane is observed prior to other products. The primary products (alkanes, olefins, and 
light aromatics) are nearly instantaneously formed from the pulsed methanol. These results demonstrate the 
highly dynamic character of the HCP in the MTH process over H-ZSM-5.   

1. Introduction 

Elucidating the reaction mechanism and kinetics analysis is essential 
for rational catalyst design and process optimization. However, the 
direct characterization of multistep reaction networks under operating 
conditions remains challenging because of the strong interplay between 
the substrates involved in different elementary steps. Moreover, limiting 
tools to determine the product distribution in a transient study of a 
complex reaction network hinders the direct monitoring of the reaction 
mechanism and the quantitative analysis to harvest the full kinetic in-
formation. The hydrocarbon conversion such as methanol-to- 
hydrocarbons (MTH) in the zeolite-type catalysts represents a promi-
nent case of a catalytic process facing these complexities. The synthesis 
of hydrocarbons from the MTH process presents an alternative way to 
reduce fossil fuel reliance, while methanol (MeOH) can be generated 
from various substrates such as CO2, natural gas, and biomass [1–5]. In 
particular, the production of biomethanol from municipal solid waste is 

a promising solution for regions such as Europe when searching for 
alternative routes and low-cost fossil-based feedstocks for the produc-
tion of biofuels [6]. The thermochemical process for biomethanol pro-
duction involves the gasification of waste feedstock to generate syngas 
(i.e. CO2, CO and hydrogen) and its subsequent catalytic synthesis [7], 
although harsh reaction conditions such as high temperature and low 
conversion efficiency hinder the wider application of biomethanol 
production at full scale [8,9]. 

Even though the MTH reaction mechanism has been studied exten-
sively for > 40 years, there are still ongoing debates over two key as-
pects: 1) the initial direct C–C bond formation and 2) the reaction 
pathways for the formation of various hydrocarbons and their connec-
tion to intra-zeolite ‘hydrocarbon pool’ (HCP) species. The lack of ver-
satile experimental research methods, which must be space- and time- 
resolved and applicable under actual reactive conditions, adds to the 
challenge to investigate such a complex system. Although the recent 
advent of sophisticated characterization technologies such as in situ 
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solid-state NMR provided more solid experimental evidence and further 
insights explaining the initial direct C–C bond formation, [10–13] solid 
experimental evidence obtained under real experimental MTH condi-
tions (e.g., > 400 ◦C) is still very limited. Note that olefins and other 
products are generated almost immediately after a relatively short in-
duction period after the initial C–C formation, especially at industrial 
temperature levels, resulting in the so-called quasi steady-state opera-
tion [14]. A HCP mechanism was proposed especially in CHA-type ze-
olites (such as H-SAPO-34 and H-SSZ-13) with a cage-window structure 
(in contrast with the channel-intersection structure of MFI-type H-ZSM- 
5) to explain the final hydrocarbon formation [15]. Based on this 
concept, formed hydrocarbon intermediates (preferably described as 
cyclic or aromatic compounds) are trapped in the cage. The final prod-
ucts such as light olefins are split-off products from these active pool 
species. Studying these reaction routes of MTH and the accompanying 
kinetic research under industrially-relevant conditions are challenging 
due to the extremely fast methanol conversion rate (autocatalytic pro-
cess), where many closely related elementary steps occur nearly 
instantaneously [16]. In fixed bed operation generally full MeOH con-
version is obtained, implying a small reaction zone that gradually moves 
through the catalyst bed during the slow catalyst deactivation [17,18]. 

So far, several transient kinetic techniques such as the temporal 
analysis of products (TAP) and 12C/13C isotope labelling have been 
utilized to obtain highly specific mechanistic and kinetic information, 
especially on the MTH mechanism [19,20]. However, the challenging 
transient data analysis heavily relying on mass spectrometry in the TAP 
setup [21] limits the discrimination of specific individual reaction steps 
such as olefin methylation or cracking in the MTH [20,22], since they 
can affect each other in such a complex reaction network. Detailed 
mechanistic and kinetic information can be extracted from 12C/13C 
labelling experiments, but the off-line GC–MS (Gas Chromatogra-
phy–Mass Spectrometry) analysis implies that a continuous and instant 
temporal product distribution is not accessible. Pulse-quench methods 
combined with spectroscopic measurements are also used to investigate 
the transition from the induction period to the steady-state formation of 
hydrocarbons on a running zeolite catalyst [23,24]. Ex-situ 13C CP/MAS 
NMR (Cross-Polarization Magic-Angle-Spinning Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance) spectroscopy measurements on the quenched zeolite cata-
lysts after the ethylene pulse revealed that 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl 
carbenium ions were produced almost instantaneously above 350 ◦C. 
At elevated temperatures, the presence of such species on a working 
zeolite catalyst greatly decreases the induction duration and speeds up 
the methylation rate in the ethylene-to-toluene process, suggesting 
active participation of these species in the HCP [23,24]. More intrigu-
ingly, if the time interval between ethylene pulses is long, the kinetic 
induction phase is resumed, indicating the reactive and dynamic nature 
of these HCP species. However, owing to the rapid generation and 
degradation (in seconds) of these entrapped species, including methyl-
cyclopentadienes and methylbenzenes via, respectively, deprotonation 
and ring expansion of 1,3-dimethylcyclopentenyl ions [24], the online 
measurement of gaseous hydrocarbon products is difficult, especially on 
the working catalyst. 

In this work, a newly developed transient kinetics technique is 
introduced, based on a combination of stimulus–response operation 
with fast scanning-pulse analysis by GC, coined FASPA, and in situ DRIFT 
spectroscopy measurement. The combination of repetitive MeOH pulse 
injections and fine control of the online GC sampling delay allows a 
quantitative mapping of the fast temporal evolution of the products 
responses upon a MeOH pulse, even when the GC analysis is far slower. 
Based on the moment analysis of transient products responses, kinetic 
information on their formation in the MTH process can be further 
extracted. After a careful validation of this approach, the dynamic fea-
tures of the MTH process over H–ZSM-5, including direct MeOH trans-
formation, secondary reactions, and decomposition/desorption 
processes, are decoupled and analysed quantitatively. Combining pulse 
and in situ DRIFT experiments, the fast instantaneous formation of 

aliphatic species and aromatics is attributed to the induction-transition 
period for HCP build-up, whereas a following second aromatics forma-
tion is a result of desorption/decomposition of HCP species and sec-
ondary reactions in the downstream region of the bed. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Zeolite samples and chemicals 

ZSM-5 (NH4-ZSM-5, Si/Al 25) and silicalite-1 were received from 
BASF. After calcination in air at 550 ◦C (2 ◦C/min) for 6 h, the obtained 
zeolites are further denoted as H-ZSM-5 (protonic form) and Sil-1, 
respectively. The calcined zeolite powder was compressed, crushed, 
and sieved to a particle size fraction of 150–212 µm. 

All reagents were of reagent grade and used without further purifi-
cations: methanol (MeOH, Sigma-Aldrich, for HPLC, ≥ 99.9 %), 
dimethyl ether (DME, 25 vol% in Ar), propylene (8 vol% in He), and 
deionized water. 

2.2. Catalyst characterizations 

Zeolite morphology was determined by carrying out scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) imaging using a JEOL JSM-6010LA with a 
standard beam potential of 10 kV and an Everhart-Thornley detector. 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was performed in Bragg-Brentano 
geometry with a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer using mono-
chromatic Co Kα (λ = 1.788970 Å) radiation between 2θ = 5◦ and 55◦. 
Microporous properties of H-ZSM-5 sample were assessed from N2 
physisorption isotherms at -196 ◦C using Tristar II 3020. Prior to the 
measurements, the sample was dried and degassed at 350 ◦C for 6 h 
under constant N2 flow. 

Transmission FT-IR (Fourier Transform infrared) spectroscopy of 
adsorbed pyridine as a probe molecule was used to quantify the acid site 
density. H-ZSM-5 sample (~25 mg) was pressed in a self-supported 
wafer with a diameter of 1.6 cm and then placed in an IR quartz cell. 
The spectra were collected at 2 cm− 1 resolution using a Nicolet Nexus 
spectrometer equipped with an extended KBr beam splitting and an MCT 
detector. The concentration of Brønsted acid sites (BAS) and Lewis acid 
sites (LAS) was derived from the absorbance at 1545 and 1456 cm− 1 

using the integrated molar extinction coefficients of 0.73 and 1.11, 
respectively.[25] Assuming that one pyridine molecule is only adsorbed 
on one BAS/LAS, the following equations were used to estimate CBAS and 
CLAS: 

CBAS = 4.30 × IA(BAS)R2/W (1)  

CLAS = 2.83 × IA(LAS)R2/W (2)  

where IA (BAS, LAS) represents the integrated absorbance of the band at 
1545 and 1456 cm− 1, R is the radius of a sample wafer (cm) and W is the 
weight of a sample wafer (g). 

2.3. Catalytic testing 

Three types of experiments were carried out with freshly activated 
catalyst samples: 

• FASPA experiments with MeOH over different catalyst loadings, re-
action temperatures, MeOH injected amounts and MS analysis  

• FASPA experiments with propylene  
• Pulse series experiments with in situ DRIFT measurements using 

dimethyl ether 

Pulse tests and MTH continuous performance tests were carried out 
at 390–420 ◦C using a fixed-bed reactor setup. A 4 mm (ID) quartz tube 
reactor was filled with catalyst amounts of 4.5, 50, 100 or 200 mg sieved 
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zeolite fraction (particle size 150–212 µm). Samples below 100 mg were 
diluted with SiC to a bed volume equivalent to 100 mg catalyst. The 
catalyst was activated at 550 ◦C with 10 mL/min air for 1 h before 
cooling down to the reaction temperature. After passing through the 
thermostatic saturator with liquid MeOH, a mixture of MeOH/Ar/He (Ar 
used as internal standard) was fed into the sample loop of the six-port 
valve equipped with a universal actuator (VICI VALCO, USA). The 
reactant mixture was pulsed to the reactor using 20 mLNTP/min He as a 
carrier gas. The products were analyzed by an online MS (Pfeiffer, 
Thermostar GSD320-QMG220) and a Thermo Trace GC. The reaction 
products ranging from methane to trimethylbenzene (TriMB) with only 
traces of tetramethylbenzene (TetraMB) were observed. 

2.3.1. Fast scanning-pulse GC test protocol 
The conventional GC analysis of the MTH product mixture takes too 

long to obtain a real-time quantitative mapping of the temporal product 
spectrum upon a MeOH pulse injection. An option is to sample the 
product response to a MeOH pulse over the MTH catalyst by a multi-
position sampling valve and analysis off-line [23,24], which obviously 
yields a lower density of data points during the transient operation. In 
our study we have chosen a fast scanning-pulse GC analysis, FASPA, a 
technique analogous to the step-scan technique in IR spectroscopy [26] 
and based on a series of repetitive MeOH pulse injections combined with 
GC product analysis. To achieve the fine synchronization between 
MeOH pulse injection and the GC sampling, a Labview program was 
designed, which allows to control the following parameters during the 
experiment: (i) the switching of a six-way valve to achieve the repetitive 

injection of MeOH pulses to the reactor with a pre-set pulse interval; (ii) 
after each MeOH pulse, a GC product sample was taken after a controlled 
delay time. Importantly, the time delay of each GC sampling was step-
wise increased from zero to the end of the pulse time (taken to be the GC 
analysis time) to record the temporal product response information 
upon the MeOH pulse. The delay time step is adjustable during the 
operation to modify the time resolution of product responses in some 
specified periods. After the completion of the test, all GC points are 
collected to build up the full map of quantitative product responses after 
a MeOH pulse. The FASPA test protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

In a typical FASPA experiment in this study, an initial time delay of 1 
s was chosen for GC sampling when the MeOH pulse interval is 3.75 min. 
In a later stage, the time step is increased to 4 s when changes in product 
concentrations are lower. In total, a sequence of 65–165 GC sample 
injections (corresponding to 130–330 pulses of MeOH) depending on 
different reaction conditions (Table 1) were collected to reconstruct the 
whole temporal product profiles of a MeOH pulse. Very recently, a 
similar concept of (un)synchronizing GC sampling and reactant pulsing 
was employed by Kosinov et al. with a so-called scanning pulse reaction 
technique for transient kinetic analysis [27]. In their approach, GC 
acquisition and reactant pulsing were collected both in a repeating 
manner without the fine time-delay control program as used in the 
FASPA technique. To compare, the time span between two adjacent GC 
samplings (tdelay in Fig. 1(b)) may be set even < 1 s, which can be also 
adjusted during the test thanks to the used time control program in the 
FASPA approach in this study. 

Fig. 1. Overview of the FASPA approach. (a) A flow scheme of FASPA setup; (b) Normalized MS reactant signal and GC injections in a typical FASPA experiment. The 
MeOH pulse interval and time delay of GC sampling are initially set in the control program; (c) Normalized mapping of a typical FASPA experiment after collection of 
all GC points. 
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2.3.2. Product analysis-Gas chromatography 
A Thermo Trace GC with two individual channels was connected 

downstream of MS (Fig. 1(a)). One channel is equipped with an RTX–1 
column (2 m, 0.32 mm, 5.00 µm) and Al2O3/KCl column (15 m, 0.32 
mm, 10 μm) connected to a flame ionization detector (FID) for the 
analysis of C1 to C4 hydrocarbons. The other is equipped with an RTX- 
VMS column (30 m, 0.33 mm, 3.00 μm) also connected to an FID for 
C5+ hydrocarbons analysis. Examples of GC chromatograms collected 
from the two separate channels are shown in Fig. S2. Since the GC is 
located downstream of the MS a synchronization delay of 2–4 s is 
observed for GC analysis. Therefore, MS signals were adjusted to the GC- 
pulse analysis timing by adding a time difference based on the break-
through time difference between m/z = 41 and 40 in MS. 

The MeOH + DME (dimethyl ether) conversion, selectivity and yield 
were then calculated on a carbon molar basis as follows: 

X = (ϕC,MeOHin
− ϕC,MeOHout

− 2ϕC,DMEout
)/ϕC,MeOHin

× 100% (3)  

SCn = n⋅ϕCn/(ϕC,MeOHin
− ϕC,MeOHout

− 2ϕC,DMEout
) × 100% (4)  

YCn =
X × SCn

100
% (5)  

where X, ϕCn, SCn, and YCn represent the carbon-based conversion of 
MeOH plus DME, molar flow rate, carbon selectivity to a certain hy-
drocarbon product with carbon number equal to n and the corre-
sponding carbon yield, respectively. 

2.3.3. Statistical moments analysis of pulse data – turn-over frequency 
The interpretation and data analysis of the temporal pulse responses 

are based on the statistical moment analysis of the response curve from 
FASPA experiments upon injection of a tracer pulse [28,29]. 

The normalized nth absolute moment on the origin of a response is 
defined as: 

μn =

∫∞
0 tnc(t) dt
∫∞

0 c(t) dt
(6)  

here c(t) is the concentration of tracer at the outlet as a function of time- 
on-stream upon a pulse injection. 

And the normalized nth central moment on the mean as: 

μ′

n =

∫∞
0 (t − μ1)

nc(t) dt
∫∞

0 c(t) dt
(7) 

Both are normalized by the amount of tracer injected Ninj (mol), the 
0th moment, and have the dimension of time. 

μ0 =

∫ ∞

0
c(t) dt = Ninj (8) 

The normalized first moment represents the average residence time τ 
in the system: 

μ1 =

∫∞
0 t⋅c(t)dt
∫∞

0 c(t)dt
= τ (9) 

The normalized second central moment represents the variance σ2 of 
the response curve: 

μ′

2 =

∫∞
0 (t − τ)2c(t) dt

∫∞
0 c(t) dt

= σ2 (10) 

The third moment is a measure of the asymmetry or skewness of the 
response curve, but in most studies, only the 1st moment and 2nd central 
moment are analyzed since the weight of the tail of a response signal 
increases with tn, whereas the accuracy of that tail signal usually 
diminishes. 

For Gas-Solid Chromatography analysis Kubín and Kuçera derived 
expressions for the moments of the response curve of a tracer pulse in-
jection to a 1-dimensional packed bed of porous particles, taking into 
account the axial dispersion in the packed bed, mass transfer to and 
diffusion into the porous particles, and linear adsorption–desorption at 
the particles’ surface [30–36]. For small injection amounts the Henry 
regime applies for adsorption. This is the basis for our analysis of the 
pulse responses. 

The normalized first moment consists of contributions from the 
residence time spent in the gas phase of the system under consideration 
(tubings, represented by τset-up), in the packed bed (interparticle and 
intraparticle space, represented by τinterparticle and τintraparticle, respec-
tively), and the residence time spent in the adsorbed state (τads): 

μ1 = τset− up + τinterparticle + τintraparticle + τads (11)  

μ1 = τset− up +
Lb

u
[
εb + (1 − εb)εp + (1 − εb)ρpKA

]
(12)  

here Lb is the length of the catalyst bed, u is the superficial velocity of 
carrier flow in the reactor, εb and εp represent the external bed porosity 
and internal pellet porosity, respectively, of the catalyst bed packed with 
zeolite pellets, and ρp is the particle density. 

It is noted that only the adsorption term appears in the expression for 
the first moment of a nonreactive system (Eq. (12)). In this work, only 
the zeroth and first moments are used. This expression can further be 
simplified for cases with specific assumptions (e.g. non-porous particles, 
or no adsorption etc.). 

In case a non-ideal Dirac tracer pulse is used (e.g. a Gaussian or a 
block pulse [37]) the first moment satisfies the relation (Eq. (13)), so the 
‘true’ moment of the system can be obtained by taking a proper (e.g. non- 
adsorbing) tracer response as input reference, in our case from the argon 
injected together with the species under investigation (vide infra). This 
corrects for the non-ideal pulse shape and at the same time eliminates 
the residence time in the system and the bed and particle porosities. 

μ1 = μ1,response − μ1,input (13) 

For a nonreactive adsorbing component holds then: 

τads,HC = μ1,HC − μ1,Ar (14)  

τads,HC =
Lb

u
[
(1 − εb)ρpKA

]
(15) 

These first moments are also used to estimate the minimum turn-over 
frequencies for the products’ formation, TOFprod. For this purpose, the 
maximum number of active sites involved, Nact, is equated to the number 
of MeOH molecules pulsed (see Table 1), although this will be still an 
overestimation. 

The characteristic hydrocarbon product formation time τprod,HC is the 
first moment of the specific product minus that of argon for the hydro-
carbons to account for the system delay over H-ZSM-5, and comprises 
the characteristic times of adsorption and of the formation process(es) of 
the component under consideration. 

Table 1 
Quantitative experimental data of stimulus–response experiments.  

Sample mass (mg) 200 100 50 4.5 
#BAS sites (µmol)* 104 52 26 2.3 
Pulse size (mL) 0.25 0.25 2 0.25 0.25 2 
(µmol)** 1.21 1.21 7.6 1.21 1.21 7.6 
MeOH/BAS (mol/mol) 0.012 0.023 0.146 0.047 0.526 3.304 
# Pulses used*** 165 134 140 152 65 143 

*: BAS concentration was measured by FTIR spectroscopy using pyridine as 
probe at 160 ◦C. 
**: The MeOH concentration in all pulses was 12 and 9 vol% in helium in 0.25- 
and 2.0-mL sample loop, respectively. 
***: Total # pulses used for reconstruction of a methanol pulse response 
composition by fast scanning-pulse GC analysis. 
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τprod,HC = μ1,HC − μ1,Ar = τadsorption + τformation (16)  

TOFprod⩾
Nprod

τprodNact
(17) 

For first-order reaction systems, Chan et al. showed that the statis-
tical method of moments can be applied to determine the rate constants 
of individual reactions from the transient batch reactor operation, being 
the reciprocal of the τformation [38]. Since the τadsorption in (Eq. (16)) is not 
known, the estimated TOFs by (Eq. (17)) are lower limit estimates. Also 
for the pulse-response analysis in the TAP reactor system [39], based on 
diffusive transport, moments-based relations have been derived to 
extract kinetic information [40,41]. The derivation of the kinetic re-
lations follows a slightly different approach, but the first moment rela-
tion for a non-reactive system is identical to that for the 
adsorption–desorption process in packed beds presented above. The TAP 
system has recently been used for the analysis of light alkene reactions 
over H-ZSM-22 [20]. In the figures the time-corrected MS response of 
the argon tracer, injected together with the MeOH, has been included. 

The two-peak response of the light aromatics (benzene, toluene and 
xylenes) were deconvoluted by fitting the exponentially modified 
Gaussian (EMG) peak function GaussMod, used in chromatography: 

f (x) = y0 +
A
t0

e
1
2(

w
t0
)2 − x− xc

t0

∫ z

− ∞

1̅̅
̅̅̅

2π
√ e−

y2
2 dy (18)  

with. 

z =
x − xc

w
−

w
t0

(19)  

here y0, A, w, xc represent offset, area, full width at half maximum and 
center of the response. t0 is used to estimate the first moment of the 
response, μ1 = xc + t0. 

2.3.4. In situ DRIFT spectroscopy measurement 
In situ Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transformed (DRIFT) 

spectra were recorded using a Nicolet Magna 550 spectrometer, equip-
ped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector and a Praying Mantis 
diffuse reflection accessory (Harrick Scientific) with a high-temperature 
reaction chamber. The temperature is controlled via the thermocouple 
under the sample. To mitigate the impact of water on spectra mea-
surement, MeOH is replaced by DME (25 vol% in N2) as a reactant. The 
flow of gases was controlled by mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst). ~10 
mg H-ZSM-5 in powder form was loaded in the reaction cell equipped 
with CaF2 windows. Prior to the measurements, sample powders were 
exposed to an air flow (10 mLNTP/min) at 400 ◦C for 1 h. Subsequently, 
the system was cooled to 300 ◦C for reaction. DME was dosed via the six- 
way valve with a sample loop (~10 mL). The corresponding pulse 
quantity is 0.2 mmolC per pulse. 20 mLNTP/min He was used as the 
carrier gas. The pulse interval is 2.5 min. The spectra were acquired 
every 4 s to follow the pretreatment, reaction, and evolution of surface 
species within 4000–1400 cm− 1 with a resolution of 4 cm− 1. In partic-
ular, characteristic IR bands within 1700–1400 cm− 1 assigned to various 
aromatic surface species are summarized in Table S1. 

3. Results and analysis 

3.1. Fast Scanning-Pulse analysis (FASPA) validation 

The basic condition for the applicability of FASPA is that during this 
sampling process the system under study does not change, which can be 
verified by operating at reference conditions before and after the sam-
pling process. To verify the catalyst bed performance is neither changed 
nor approaching deactivation during the entire pulse sequence, a 
continuous MTH operation test was carried out before and after the 
entire pulse sequence. The obtained steady-state product distributions 
from GC before and after the pulse sequence are then compared in Fig. 2. 

> 540 pulses were injected in this test, which in total equals to 1.3 
mol MeOH per mol of BAS (Brønsted acid sites). MTH data in a 
continuous MTH test reveal that this H-ZSM-5 catalyst can convert >
11000 mol MeOH per mol of BAS before MeOH conversion drops below 
100 % at 400 ◦C. The catalytic results (Fig. 2(a)) show that the product 
selectivity is not changed after the FASPA test. A dark grey zone indi-
cating coke deposition mainly at the top of the catalyst bed can be 
observed (Fig. 2(b)) after the entire experiment [17]. So, the basic 
condition for the application of FASPA in the MTH process is satisfied. 
As shown in Fig. 2(c), the MS signal of m/z = 41, qualitatively repre-
senting light hydrocarbon (e.g., propylene, butylenes, butanes) produc-
tion in the FASPA test, reaches a quasi steady-state profile within ~10 
MeOH pulses until the end of the test. A second proof justifying the 
FASPA application condition follows from the preservation of the tem-
poral product responses (ethylene, propylene, butanes, and xylenes) of 
two consecutive FASPA sequences (Fig. 2(d)). The systematic sampling 
order could possibly have introduced a systematic error in the response 
profiles. However, the asynchronous MeOH pulsing and GC sampling in 
the recent paper of Kosinov et al. [27], implying a random collection of 
data points, yielded similar product response profiles, e.g., the two 
production profiles of the aromatic species shown in Fig. 3. 

Therefore, we conclude that during the FASPA test the catalyst bed is 
at quasi steady-state conditions providing a constant product distribu-
tion in the exit flow. So, the FASPA technique can be safely applied as a 
characterization method without disturbing a consecutive continuous 
steady-state MTH operation. Furthermore, in comparison with the TAP 
reactor, the FASPA approach is relatively cheap and allows investigation 
of the catalyst bed performance at typical operating temperatures (e.g., 
> 400 ◦C) in standard catalyst testing equipment. 

3.2. Varying reaction temperature 

The FASPA experiments were first conducted over 100 mg H-ZSM-5 
at 390–420 ◦C. The full temporal responses are present in Fig. 3. More 
plots and corresponding moment analysis (zeroth and first moments) 
and selectivity can be found in Fig. S4–S5 and Table S2. 

At the studied conditions, the amount of MeOH in the pulse is far less 
than the BAS concentration in the catalyst bed (~2 % of BAS for 100 mg 
H-ZSM-5 and 0.25 mL loop, see Table 1), resulting in the complete 
conversion of MeOH. A nearly instantaneous formation of hydrocarbons 
(alkanes, alkenes, and light aromatics) is observed after 2.8–4.7 s delay 
depending on the reaction temperature after the argon response. The 
latter represents all non-adsorption and non-reaction phenomena in the 
setup [31,33,42]. The major alkane and alkene responses are the bu-
tanes (predominantly isobutane) and propylene, followed by ethylene 
and butylenes. Especially alkenes show more tailing than the argon 
response, further evidenced by the higher first moments of alkenes than 
of alkanes seen in Table S2. This indicates a longer formation duration of 
alkenes at the sample. 

The time difference between Ar and hydrocarbon breakthrough 
ascribed to the induction period prior to the first hydrocarbon formation 
significantly drops from > 4 s at 390 ◦C to 2.8 s at 420 ◦C (Fig. 3), 
demonstrating a faster HCP build-up at higher reaction temperature 
under the same conditions [14,43]. However, the impact of temperature 
on the selectivity (Table S2) of aliphatics is less pronounced than that on 
light aromatics in this narrow temperature range. With increasing 
temperature, the selectivity to light alkanes including methane, ethane 
and propane is monotonically increased, as a result of the promoted 
cracking of heavier hydrocarbons [44–46]. The small rise of ethylene 
and propylene with temperature at the expense of butylenes and C5+
aliphatics might indicate that increased temperature promotes the 
earlier cracking of heavier hydrocarbons into shorter olefins, i.e., 
ethylene and propylene [14,47]. 

Interestingly, the order of magnitude lower production of light aro-
matics (benzene, toluene, xylenes (BTX) in Fig. 3) is a convolution of a 
fast formation on the time scale of the aliphatics formation (denoted as 
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R1) and a slower second formation over a longer period (denoted as R2). 
The similar peak locations of R1 at 35–40 s as the BTX pulse responses 
for adsorption presented in Fig. S11 also suggest the almost instanta-
neous formation of aromatics before 40 s followed by a long tail ascribed 
to the rather slow desorption of BTX at 400 ◦C after 40 s. Unlike BTX 
responses, TriMB does not exhibit the two-peak profile implying no 
slower formation of TriMB in the later stage (> 60 s) of the pulse 
response. Furthermore, characteristic IR bands, assigned to different 
cyclic HCP species (cyclopentenyl species and methylated benzenes 
shown in Fig. 4 with detailed IR assignments found in Table S1), also 
reach their maximum at ~30 s. After that, their intensities slowly return 
to zero without the secondary peak as observed for BTX responses in 
FASPA tests (Fig. 3). No net increase in IR signal intensity level after a 
complete pulse (Fig. 4) also indicates that a quasi steady-state MTH pulse 
activity is attained. The close correlation between IR bands and product 
responses suggests a dynamic rather than a static HCP as reservoir of 
active species where MeOH is converted into hydrocarbons [15,48]. The 
involved surface species are highly reactive and unstable. They are 
rapidly formed but also subsequently completely decomposed, as indi-
cated by IR bands during the pulse, releasing final products. Compared 
to the formation, the decomposition of HCP species is relatively slow. 
Based on the IR assignments from literature [49–59] (see Table S1), we 
speculate these pool species are mainly alkylated mono-/di-/trienyl 
carbenium ions (1465, 1480–1510 cm− 1) such as cyclopentenyl 

carbenium ions and alkylbenzenes (1456, 1591, 1616 cm− 1), with the 
latter being the result of deprotonation and cycle expansion processes of 
the former [60]. Their rapid formation and slow decomposition are well 
in line with reported 13C CP-MAS NMR results that 1,3-dimethylcyclo-
pentenyl carbenium ions were detected in < 1 s after pulsing ethylene, 
while their transformation into methylbenzenes (predominantly pen-
tamethylbenzenes [61]) took seconds at 350 ◦C [23,24]. The reduced 
time difference between Ar tracer and the breakthrough of hydrocar-
bons with reaction temperature (Fig. 3) implies that this transition 
process, i.e., induction until the completion of HCP at the presence of 
MeOH can be sufficiently accelerated by elevating reaction temperature 
from 390 to 420 ◦C. 

For the temperature impact on BTX formation, the location of the R1 
component (sharp) of all aromatic species is consistently located near 
40 s, a few seconds later than the Ar reference response, whereas its 
amount decreases with increasing temperature. Moreover, the R2 
component (broad) virtually increases and shifts towards earlier 
response times at higher temperature, ascribed to a faster (activated) 
decomposition/and release of HCP species after MeOH being depleted. 

Additional mechanistic information lies in the earlier appearance of 
methane prior to other hydrocarbons (see 400 ◦C in Fig. 3 and an 
enlarged view in Fig. S5), which helps to link the possible first C–C 
formation mechanism prior to the subsequent steady-state formation of 
hydrocarbons. Methane is readily formed ~1 s earlier than other 

Fig. 2. (a) Carbon selectivity in continuous MTH operation before and after the FASPA tests; (b) instant view of the reactor after ~ 540 MeOH pulses; (c) MS signal of 
m/z = 41 representing light hydrocarbons along time during the FASPA test; (d) GC temporal responses of selected hydrocarbons in two consecutive FASPA tests. 
Reaction conditions: T = 400 ◦C, mcat = 50 mg (150–212 µm), Preactor = 1 bar, WHSV = 226 molC molBAS

− 1 h− 1 in continuous MTH test, MeOH pulse quantity = 1.2 
µmolC per pulse, carrier gas He = 20 mLNTP/min, pulse interval = 3 min, tdelay = 1 s. More MS results can be found in Fig. S3. 
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aliphatics, although in much smaller quantities. Recently proposed first 
C–C bond formation mechanisms such as the CO [62–64]-/formalde-
hyde [65]-mediated or extraframework alumina-assisted [66] routes 
involve the formation of methane as a side product in the MeOH 
decomposition or disproportionation reactions [12]. After the rapid 
formation of hydrocarbons giving the response over 20–40 s, methane 

exhibits a longer tailing than other alkanes (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5), while the 
latter species are believed to be the side products of hydrogen-transfer 
reactions [67] eventually leading to aromatics formation with alky-
lated cyclopentenyl ions as intermediates [23,49,61,68]. Beyond 60 s 
response time, the further (secondary) reactions such as (mono-
molecular) cracking [69] of those highly alkylated cyclic or methylated 

Fig. 3. Hydrocarbons responses upon pulsing MeOH over H-ZSM-5 at 390–420 ◦C. Conditions: mcat = 100 mg (H-ZSM-5, Si/Al 25, 150–212 µm), Preactor = 1 bar, 
MeOH pulse quantity = 1.2 µmolC per pulse, carrier gas He = 20 mLNTP/min, pulse interval = 3.75 min. 
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aromatic species give the second broad peak of light aromatics and the 
long tail of methane. 

In brief, upon a MeOH pulse aliphatics and aromatics are nearly 
instantaneously formed after a short induction period, which can be 
significantly shortened at the elevated temperature. At later response 
times, tailing alkene responses and a second appearance of BTX is 
observed spread over a broad time range, and tentatively attributed to 
the slow decomposition of retained surface species. At these reaction 
conditions, the MeOH pulse only probes ~2 % of the BAS, so a very thin 
reaction zone is active in the catalyst bed, responsible for the fast pri-
mary products formation. 

3.3. Varying catalyst loadings 

To explore more insights on the origins of the secondary formations 
of BTX, FASPA experimental results over H-ZSM-5 catalysts samples of 
4.5–200 mg were compared. The output of a smaller sample can be 
considered as input for the downstream region of a larger sample. 
Accordingly, the additional changes in responses for larger catalyst 
samples must be due to secondary reactions in that downstream region 
of the bed. Results are presented in Figs. 5–6 and the quantities of in-
dividual components in Table S3. 

With increasing catalyst sample from 4.5 to 200 mg, the observed 
formation of C5–C6 aliphatics gradually decreased, while aromatics and 
C1–C4 alkanes simultaneously increased, indicating the H-transfer and 
aromatization from heavier aliphatics to aromatics continue in the 
downstream region of the catalyst bed in absence of MeOH, eventually 
increasing the selectivity to aromatics [19,70,71]. Similarly, olefins also 
decrease in the catalyst with longer beds, indicating olefins are further 
converted in these regions. The selectivity to propylene and butylenes 
decreases, while that to ethylene increases with sample amount. The 
increasing alkanes production is mainly due to the butanes. 

The lower selectivity to aromatics for the 200 mg sample is attributed 
to residual aromatics still adsorbed in this sample at the end of the pulse. 
The MeOH pulse injection time interval is slightly too short for full 
desorption from this sample. The lower carbon balance of ~0.9 for this 
200 mg catalyst also suggests ~0.1 µmol carbon (probably in form of 
aromatics) remained still on the surface when a next pulse injection was 
given. 

With decreasing catalyst amount, both R1 and R2 components 
(representing the fast and slow BTX formation, as denoted in Fig. 3) 
appear at shorter residence time. For the shortest catalyst bed with only 
4.5 mg catalyst, R2 of BTX is almost absent suggesting the slow forma-
tion of BTX does not take place in the presence of MeOH [46]. 

For the 4.5 to 200 mg catalyst samples, the only difference is the 

downstream catalyst region since MeOH is rapidly consumed forming 
the identical surface species (cyclopentenyl species and methylated 
benzenes, see in situ DRIFT results in Fig. 4) at the entrance region of the 
catalyst bed in the pulse experiments. In Section 3.2, we concluded that 
R2 stems from the slow desorption/decomposition of strongly adsorbed 
surface species, evidenced by the slow decreasing intensity of charac-
teristic IR bands. However, the R2 response over 4.5 mg H-ZSM-5 is 
almost completely absent at full MeOH conversion. Furthermore, the 
component distribution of all responses (selectivity and zeroth mo-
ments, see Fig. 6 and Table S3) varies with catalyst mass. All these ob-
servations cannot be solely explained by the slow desorption/ 
decomposition of surface species. It must suggest that besides the 
desorption/decomposition of surface species, secondary reactions like 
H-transfer and aromatization reaction also contribute to the second ar-
omatics formation. Especially the long tailing of propylene for all cata-
lysts and the much higher formations of propylene and C5–C6 aliphatics 
over the shortest 4.5 mg bed than over larger samples are strong in-
dicators. Accordingly, two distinct aromatization pathways are dis-
cerned in the FASPA experiments. The MeOH-mediated aromatization 
proceeds quickly giving component R1. After that, secondary reactions 
including slow decomposition of surface species and H-transfer re-
actions (probably from propylene/butylenes and also C5–C6 aliphatics) 
result in a broad BTX formation referred to as R2 at later stages. 

3.4. Varying injection amount 

To evaluate the impact of MeOH on the product temporal responses, 
in particular when the MeOH conversion is below 100 %, FASPA ex-
periments were compared for two pulse sizes (1.2 and 7.6 μmolC/pulse) 
over 4.5 mg H-ZSM-5 at 400 ◦C and results were shown in Fig. 7. The full 
map of product responses and quantitative moment estimates can be 
found in Fig. S6 and Table S4. 

With the larger pulse size of 7.6 μmolC, the MeOH conversion is 
~95 %. In that case, The response time delay between argon and 
products has almost completely disappeared, evidenced by the nar-
rower time span between MS signals m/z 40 and 41 in FASPA tests in 
Fig. 7(a). Accordingly, MeOH is available across the entire catalyst bed 
with the larger pulse size in the FASPA test, MTH reactions proceed 
towards bulkier hydrocarbons resulting in the higher selectivity to C5+
aliphatics and aromatics (BTX and TriMB) mainly at the expense of 
propylene (Fig. 7(b and c)). For the BTX response in Fig. 7(d), ascribed 
to the suppressed secondary reactions (such as hydrogen transfer re-
actions) at the presence of MeOH two BTX formations peaks were 
completely convolved into one broad peak sitting at ~35 s, just after 
the aliphatic responses (Fig. S6). 

Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of DRIFT spectra in the 1650–1400 cm− 1 region (a) and the changes of characteristic IR bands along time (b). In-situ DRIFT experimental 
conditions: T = 300 ◦C, mcat = ~10 mg (H-ZSM-5, Si/Al 25, powder form), Preactor = 1 bar, pulse quantity 0.2 mmolC per pulse, carrier gas He = 20 mLNTP/min, pulse 
interval 2.5 min. To mitigate the impact of water on the IR signal, DME (23 vol% in N2) was pulsed instead of MeOH. 
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At the incomplete MeOH conversion level, the estimated zeroth and 
first statistical moments for 4.5 mg H-ZSM-5 with 7.6 μmolC per pulse 
help to calculate the minimum turn-over frequencies (Eq. (17)) 
assuming BAS as the active site in the induction period and the auto-
catalysis process once fully developed. The real product formation rates 
must be higher than the reported values in Table S4, since the adsorp-
tion/desorption increase the residence time (first moment, µ1) of hy-
drocarbons. The estimated minimum turn-over frequency of propylene 
is 0.44 molc/molBAS/s, in good agreement with the reported range of 
0.24–1.8 molC/molBAS/s at 400 ◦C [71,72] confirming the feasibility of 
conducting a kinetic investigation of MTH reactions through the FASPA 
experiment. Moreover, FASPA experiments carried out at industrially 
relevant conditions (i.e., high reaction temperature) provides unprece-
dented and quantitative results for a kinetics study in complex reaction 
systems. In combination with variation of residence time further insight 
in reaction pathways can be revealed. 

4. Discussion 

The objective of this study is to introduce and validate a newly 
developed fast scanning-pulse analysis (FASPA) technique with GC 
quantification under varied reacting conditions and demonstrate its 
applicability to shed light on reaction pathways in the complex network 
of the MTH process on a working H-ZSM-5 catalyst under industrially- 
relevant conditions. 

The experimentally validated FASPA approach (Figs. 1-2), allows the 
quantitative mapping of the product spectrum response upon a small 
reactant pulse with a high time resolution, even when the GC analysis 
time is much larger than the pulse response. In the presented quantita-
tive results seconds resolution is easily achieved for the full spectrum of 
gaseous products in the MTH over H-ZSM-5, achieved with a relatively 
cheap instrumentation, something that is even beyond reach with 
advanced instrumentation like the TAP system, TOF-MS analysis or 
Spaci-MS operation due to the reliance on MS analysis [20,62,73,74]. 

Fig. 5. Comparison of hydrocarbons responses upon pulsing MeOH over 4.5–200 mg H-ZSM-5 at 400 ◦C. Conditions: H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al 25, 150–212 µm), Preactor = 1 
bar, MeOH pulse quantity = 1.2 µmolC per pulse, carrier gas He = 20 mLNTP/min, pulse interval = 3.75 min. More quantitative experimental data can be found in 
Table S3. Response profiles were time-shifted based on the Ar response using 100-mg H-ZSM-5 sample as reference. 
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The quantitative data interpretation is based on the statistical moments 
analysis [28,29], that has been applied extensively for transient non- 
reactive gas–solid chromatography established by Kubín and Kuçera 
[31–36,42,75] and greatly used since 1970 s. Later this has been 
extended to reactive transient data of batch and pulse reactors 
[38,40,41]. The pulse-response technique combined with moment 
analysis for the investigation of hydrocarbons adsorption on zeolitic 
materials (see Fig. S8-S12), demonstrates the applicability of this 
approach to a packed bed reactor system in this study, and provides the 
basis of the current study of the MTH process over H-ZSM-5 catalyst 
under reaction conditions. In this study only the zeroth and first moment 
are used. The use of an inert tracer (argon) is essential to account for set- 
up contributions [76,77]. The moments analysis then provides infor-
mation about the adsorption–desorption behavior and rate parameters 
(turn-over frequencies, TOFs) of MTH species. This approach could 
provide kinetic information on the formation of individual products (cf. 
Table S4) to bring us closer to a more quantitative understanding of this 
complex process [16]. The apparent adsorption enthalpies of BTX esti-
mated using a Van ‘t Hoff relation (Table S5-S6) are well in line with the 
wide range of values reported in literature [78–85]. The evident tem-
perature influence on BTX adsorption on H-ZSM-5 implies that the quick 
MeOH conversion and hydrocarbon formation rates are tightly associ-
ated with thermodynamics of sluggish BTX adsorption–desorption pro-
cesses, particularly at temperatures below 400 ◦C. Packed bed reactors 
therefore behave spatially as chromatographic reactors, making kinetic 
examination of the MTH process in the zeolite catalyst at lower tem-
peratures challenging [17,86]. 

This study represents a showcase of the FASPA approach applied to 
study the MTH process by conducting experiments on different amounts 
of a model H-ZSM-5 catalyst at 390–420 ◦C with the pulse size of 1.2 and 
7.6 µmolC, covering both temporal and spatial compositions. Through 
the analysis of the product response of MeOH pulses to an active H-ZSM- 
5 catalyst the genesis of hydrocarbon pool species in the induction 
period, their dynamics during autocatalytic formation of reaction 

products in the transition period, and their final decomposition could be 
followed. Specifically, two different aromatization routes at operating 
conditions were observed. 

Temperature has an evident effect on the time delay between Ar and 
hydrocarbons demonstrating the induction period for the HCP build-up/ 
restoration can be greatly shortened when temperature is just increased 
by 30 ◦C from 390 to 420C. Besides, methane is observed about 1 s prior 
to other hydrocarbons, which may be associated to the first C–C bond 
formation by CO [62–64]-/formaldehyde [65]-mediated or extra-
framework alumina-assisted [66] pathways with methane formation as 
a byproduct in the induction phase. Temperature also affects the first 
and second aromatic responses, yet the overall selectivity to aromatics 
increases slightly as the temperature rises from 390 to 420 ◦C (Table S2). 
First, higher temperatures accelerate the desorption of aromatics, 
resulting in a cleaner zeolite surface prior to the next MeOH pulse, as 
seen by the lower BTX baselines in Fig. 3. Secondary processes, such as 
hydrogen transfer, cyclization, aromatization and desorption, are 
preferred at higher temperatures once MeOH is depleted, resulting in the 
2nd BTX response moving to a shorter response time and increasing in-
tensity leading to the increasing selectivity to the secondary formation 
of BTX (R2) after pulse time of 60 s, which specifically occurs in the 
downstream region of the catalyst bed [87]. 

In the MeOH pulse experiment over 4.5 mg catalyst the conversion is 
just complete when using the pulse size of 1.2 µmolC, so its product 
response composition is input to the rest of the catalyst bed for the larger 
sample (50–200 mg H-ZSM-5), resulting in the composition develop-
ment in Figs. 5-6 and Table S3. Since the injected amount of MeOH (1.2 
µmolC per pulse) is only a fraction of the total number of BAS (Table 1), 
the catalyst bed downstream of the active MTH zone, corresponding 
with an increasing amount of H-ZSM-5 (from 4.5 to 200 mg), can only 
affect processes like adsorption/desorption and secondary reactions in 
absence of MeOH. In particular, propylene and butylenes decrease while 
ethylene, butanes, propane, benzene, and toluene increase with 
increasing bed length, implying the simultaneous occurrence of (de–) 
alkylation, aromatization, and hydrogen transfer reactions specifically 
in the downstream zone of the bed. Ilias and Bhan proposed the ratio of 
ethylene to isobutane (mol C basis) as a qualitative descriptor to assess 
the relative contribution of the aromatic and olefinic cycle [16]. For the 
FASPA experiments with 1.2 μmol MeOH (Table S3) these ratios amount 
to 0.79 and 0.93 for the 4.5 and 100 mg sample, respectively, indicating 
that care must be taken with applying this descriptor in full methanol 
conversion cases. The increasing ratio here does, however, point to 
further reactions downstream of the active reaction zone in the longer 
catalyst bed. More discussion about the impact of these secondary re-
actions on MTH product distribution and temporal responses is the topic 
of our following study. 

Unlike aliphatics, BTX exhibits a two-peak response to the MeOH 
pulse over H-ZSM-5. The first response ‘R1′ appears nearly simulta-
neously with the aliphatics and the quick build-up of cyclic surface 
species (Fig. 3 and in situ DRIFT results in Fig. 4), implying that those 
aromatics are formed instantly from MeOH. With increasing catalyst 
amount this R1 response shows a chromatographic adsorp-
tion–desorption delay of BTX (cf. Fig. S11). The observed broad second 
BTX response (R2) also shows a delay, but much longer, and therefore 
cannot solely be an adsorption–desorption phenomenon of BTX species. 
Since in this response time frame no MeOH is present any more, they 
must originate from another source. In absence of MeOH the HCP will no 
longer be maintained, resulting in the breakdown of HCP species, 
comprising polyolefinic, substituted cyclopentenyl, and aromatic spe-
cies [60,88], in line with reported spectroscopic observations [23,24]. 
Schulz attributed the activity loss in H-ZSM-5 at low temperatures (<
300 ◦C) to the formation of polyalkylated benzene species that cannot 
leave the MFI framework [17]. The reduced formation of propylene and 
butylenes with increasing catalyst amount indicates such alkylation by 
olefins. These blocking species may further undergo dealkylation 
(coined ‘reanimation’ by Schulz), releasing retarded BTX, which can 

Fig. 6. (a) The length of the downstream region of the bed affected by varying 
catalyst loadings (4.5–200 mg); (b) total carbon selectivity of hydrocarbons 
over H-ZSM-5 with varied loadings in the FASPA experiments. Other FASPA 
conditions are as in Fig. 5. 
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undergo similar alkylation/de-alkylation processes further down the 
bed [89]. The prolonged residence time in the bed allows the increasing 
formation of ethylene from substituted dimethyl benzenes (Table S3) as 
in the aromatic cycle [19,90]. This continuous olefin alkylation/de- 
alkylation of substituted benzenes can explain the broad retarded sec-
ond maximum in the BTX appearance, showing the dynamics of this 
process with the appearance of a chromatographic reactor [91]. This is 
further evidenced when propylene is pulsed over 100 mg H-ZSM-5 at 
400 ◦C, giving similar BTX responses as the 2nd BTX maxima observed in 
the MeOH pulse test (see Fig. S7). Clearly, propylene only also results in 
MTH reactions, contributing to aromatization products and appearance 
of the retarded 2nd BTX maxima via an HCP-like mechanism. 

With a larger pulse size of 7.6 µmolC over the 4.5 mg H-ZSM-5, MeOH 
conversion is ~95 % indicating the availability of MeOH along the 
whole catalyst bed. The time delay between Ar and the first hydrocarbon 
product (methane) in this case is much shorter than that obtained with a 
smaller pulse size of 1.2 µmolC. Müller et al. have identified two separate 
hydrogen transfer pathways, with one of them involving the participa-
tion of MeOH finally leading to a faster aromatic formation than the 
conventional olefin-mediated hydrogen transfer route [46]. In our 
FASPA results, the shortened time delay between Ar and hydrocarbons 
for a larger pulse size probably also indicates that the induction process 
for the HCP build-up or restoration is promoted by MeOH (with methane 
as a by-product in this process), further leading to a higher selectivity to 

C5+ aliphatics and aromatics once the HCP has been built up (Fig. 7). 
The introduced FASPA technique is illustrated here for MTH over H- 

ZSM-5, but other conditions, catalysts and reactions can be analyzed by 
this method using quite standard research equipment. In principle, next 
to pulse-response also step-response experiments are amenable, yielding 
quantitative temporal composition information during the transient, 
relevant for mechanistic insight and design of multifunctional and non- 
steady state operated reactors [92–94]. 

5. Conclusions 

The newly developed fast scanning-pulse analysis (FASPA) technique 
shows the potential to extract highly dynamic information and enables 
to distinguish highly coupled processes in the complex reaction network, 
for example, the MTH process. The zeolite catalysed MTH fixed-bed 
process often proceeds with full conversion of the MeOH fed, produc-
ing a mixture of alkanes, olefins and aromatics next to water over a 
gradually deactivating catalyst. Within this complex reaction network, 
many reactions including MeOH-mediated reactions and secondary re-
actions occur simultaneously and vary both in temporal and spatial 
dimension. This indicates a highly dynamic feature of the MTH process 
from the start-up induction period to the following steady-state process 
in the whole catalyst bed. Compared to the conventional steady-state 
operation for reaction mechanism studies, transient operation using 

Fig. 7. (a) Normalized MS-pulse responses of m/z 40 and 41 referring to Ar and aliphatic products; (b) total carbon selectivity of hydrocarbons; (c) propylene and (d) 
BTX temporal responses over H-ZSM-5 with different MeOH injection quantities in FASPA tests. Conditions: T = 400 ◦C, mcat = 4.5 mg (H-ZSM-5, Si/Al 25, 150–212 
µm), Preactor = 1 bar, MeOH pulse quantity 1.2 and 7.6 µmolC per pulse, carrier gas He = 20 mLNTP/min, pulse interval = 3.75 min. Note: carbon flows of propylene 
and BTX responses with 7.6 µmolC per pulse were divided by 6.3 for the direct comparison with those with 1.2 µmolC per pulse in the FASPA tests. More quantitative 
results and full scale of FASPA responses can be found in Table S4 and Fig. S6. 
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the robust FASPA approach discloses rich insights in the highly dynamic 
MTH process at realistic reaction conditions over freshly activated H- 
ZSM-5 catalyst. In particular:  

• The second resolution of gas phase product responses upon the 
MeOH pulse reveal the fast consecutive reactions occurring in a 
narrow active MTH zone. All products appear nearly simultaneously 
after a short delay (a few seconds) upon MeOH injection, attributed 
to the HCP build-up induction period. This induction period can be 
sufficiently reduced by slightly elevating the reacting temperature by 
30 ◦C or by increasing the MeOH quantity in each pulse. Methane is 
observed prior to other hydrocarbons, possibly related to the primary 
MeOH decomposition and disproportionation and the first C–C 
bond formation. 

• Depending on the presence of MeOH or not, two consecutive path-
ways for aromatics formation were directly discerned and kinetically 
decoupled: a very fast primary product formation in the presence of 
MeOH, followed by a slower second formation of aromatics when 
MeOH is depleted. By combining in situ DRIFTs and FASPA experi-
ments, the fast formation of BTX and aliphatics is primarily related to 
the build-up of hydrocarbon pool species including cyclopentenyl 
species and methylated benzenes. The secondary formation of BTX is 
then related to the rather slow decomposition/desorption of HCP 
species.  

• Downstream of the active MTH zone where MeOH is fully converted, 
secondary reactions occur with increasing catalyst amount. Decom-
posed HCP species and olefins undergo aromatization and alkylation- 
dealkylation reaction, retarding the appearance of BTX, resulting in 
their broad secondary formation. The associated hydrogen transfer 
reactions result in an increased alkane formation, with (iso)butanes 
as the major component. 

The core of the FASPA technique lies in the (un)synchronizing pro-
gram that allows the fine control of online GC (or other instruments in 
other cases) sampling in the transient operations. As long as the pre-
requisites for quasi steady-state operating conditions are met, this (un) 
synchronization mechanism combining the pulse technique and online 
quantification tools can be easily extended to other reaction systems 
extracting transient kinetic information, which is of vital value for un-
derstanding the complex reaction mechanism and related catalyst 
design and improvement. 
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